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NUT-GUY
one Anvr can one British one Russian and one
Frcncji member betan the trial of twenty four
nizj leaders There were four counts the
conspiracy of Nazism wars of aggression
w r crimes and crimes against humanity
1m.!ve rere condemned to hanging of whom
tcnwtrenansedonOct 10 1048 Goerinscom
mitted made Bonnann ha neier been found
Papen ^ehadit and rntsehe weie •'CQiutted
The rest received varying terms of imprison
meat	, , ,
Nuthatch nameofarumberoftree creeping birds
plump with short ail bluiah srey plumage and
black stripe under eye Nest in holes and
wedge nuts in bark of trees hammering them to
get a VerneL There are three European species
one S Ha, « roinea resident in EnUand
Kvloa a generic term for any long chain synthetio
polymeric amide which has recurring amide
groups aa an integral part of the mam polj mer
chain, and which is capable of being formed
into a filament id which the structural elements
are orienHted In the direction of the axis The
first nylon of commencal interest was made in
1935 and the world t> first nylon factory—in
the United States—began production in 1940
0
Oak a tree of the gemia Quemis including some
300 species distributed over the northern henn
qpfroii -md into the tropics Two species ait,
native to Britain where the oak is the commoii
est tree (1 to 3)—Q petraea more common m
the we. fc and north on shallower lighter soils
and 0 robdr more common m the couth on
deeper heavier soils Oak timber is much
nnzed for its strength and durability and from
he tame of the Spanish \rmada to NeLon s day
was in srea* demand for naval contraction
It lias always been used for building flooring
furniture and cabrne* work The oak is
attacked by many insects the round nut like
oak galL or oak apples being produced by the
sting of certa ji minute gall wasps
"Oaks " a famous rice for three year old fillies run
it Epsom two days after the Derby
Obelisk a tapering monolithic column square at
the base and pyramidal at the top regarded by
the ancient Egyptians as a sacred atone and
usually found at the entrance to the sun
temples Many were transported from Egypt
and set up at various tunes there is one m the
Place de la Concorde in Paris and one on the
Thames Embankment in London—Cleopatra s
Needle—originally erected at Heliopohs centre
of the sun cult by Tnthmosis OT c 1500 b o
Observatories existed in ancient Babylon and
Egypt They were erected on tombs and
temples The most famous observatory of
Egypt was that of Alexandria erected by
Ptolemy Soter 300 bo It was not until the
16th cent however that an observatory
adequately equipped for astronomical investi
eationa was built This was at Cassel Tycho
Brahes observatory at Uranienburg was
erected in 1576 The Royal Observatory at
Greenwich was completed m 1675 Mount
Wilson Observatory hi California has had a
100 in reflector telescope working since 1917
but Mount Palomar Observatory also m Call
fomia has a 200 in. reflector—the largest in the
world completed in 1949—which can reveal re
mote galaxies out to a limiting distance of
2 000 million light years It is known as the
Bale telescope in memory of Dr George EUory
Hale the founder of the Mount Wilson Obserra
tory The 98 in telescope the Isaac Newlon
for the Royal Greenwich Observatory at Heist
monceux Castle was completed m 1967 A
number of observatories are devoted to meteoro
logical and geophysical work the most impor
tant in the British Isles being those at Eskdale
nmir {Dumfries} Kew Lerwick. and Valencia
(Eire) See also Astronomy and Telescopes
Occam's Raaor    See J37
Oocultation, in astronomy, refers to the conceal
meet of a celestial body by the passing before it
of some other heavenly body The most fre
duent occultation is the eclipse of a star ox
planet by the moon.
Ocean, comprises the great body of water which
 GENERAL   INFORMATION
coverc flve-eightns oi the surface of the earth
and his an average depth of 2 miles The
principal oceans are the Picific Atlantic
Indian and Arctic See F8(S)
Ocean Currents axe well defined dreams running
over certain portions of be ocean and caused
mainly by wind friction slope of the sea surface
and differences in density of the water all
movements being influenced by the deflective
forces due to the earth s rotation The climatic
importance of the great ocean currents is that
they constitute one of uhe means whereby heat
is transfened from lower to higher latiaides
Ocelot tne most common wild cat of S America
It is about 4 ft m length including tail and of a
grey or tawny colour and spotted Closely
related to the Leopard cats
Octane Number the index of the knock rating of
petrol It is oased on the arbitrary sc^le in
which iso octane (which does not cause knock
ing ) has a value of 100 end normal heptane
(which it. prone to knocking ) has a value of
0 A good fuel for modern cars must have an
octane number greater than 80
Octarch the kings of the English heptarchy Hen
gist (455) being the first and Egbert (800) the
lost
October the 10th month but the 8th m the old
Roman calendar It was held sacred to Mais
Octopus a genus of ma-ine molluscs with eight
tentacles that bear sucker*
Odyssey Homer s epic setting forth the incidents
of the wanderings of Odysseus on his way back
to Ithaca after the Siege of Troy See HP3
(Eil de bceuS meaning bull s eye is the name of a
small octagonal vestibule lighted by a small
round window in the palace of Versailles The
term Is used in architecture for a small round or
oval wmdow in friezes roofs or domes of
buildinps
Oersted a unit of magnetic field intensity in the
c g s system
Ohm's Law piopounded by G S Ohm m 1826 is
expressed in the equation electromotive force
(in volts) = curient (in amperes) x resistance
(in ohms) The ohm is the unit of electrical
resistance m the metre kilogram second system
Oil The great expansion in energy demand over
recent years has been met to a large extent by
petroleum oil This contains a wide range o
hydrocarbon molecules of varying complexity
The various components are separated from each
other by making use of their different boiling
points Crude oil is heated in the base of a
fractionating tower the various components
condense at different temperatures in trays at
different levels of the tower The fiaction of a
given composition can be increased by crack
ing or breaking down the heavier hydro
carbons into lighter ones The total world re
serves of petroleum oil are still uncertain since
large parts of the world are still not fully pros
pected However such information as exists
suggests that total reserves from all sources may
be between 5 x 1011 and 10ia tons of oil
Okapi, nocturnal ruminant mammal smaller than
the giraffe chestnut brown in colour with zebra
striped legs native to the African Congo
Gibers' Comet was djscoveied in 1815 by Olbers
the German astronomer Olbers also discovered
the asteroids Pallas and Vesta (1802-07)
Old Bed Sandstone, the continental rocks formed
during the Devonian See F44
Oleflnes a series of hydrocarbons in which the hy
drogen atoms are double the number of carbon
The first member of the series is ethylene
Oleio Acid, an important fatty acid present in
lard and olive- and cotton seed oils Uaed m
soap making Oleta is the ester formed by the
reaction of oleic acid and glycerine.
O16ron Laws or Judgments, were a code of marl
tame laws, introduced into England in the
reign of Richard I in the 12th cent Oieronisan
island off the west coast of l"rance opposite the
mouth of the Charente
Olive This small tree, whose fruit yields ohveofl
is a native of the eastern Mediterranean
countries but has been introduced into cultiva
tion elsewhere Its oil is used for cooking in
packing sardines and in soap making the
gieen unripe fruit 3s pickled for table oiives
Olympiads were periods of few years which
elapsed between each celebration of the Olympic

